
XIV FESTIVAL PROGRAM "VERTICAL" 
within the military and sports forum on Red Square 
 
May 24 (Tuesday) 12.00-15.00 
 
Opening of the Festival 
Film "Point of No Return" USA, climbing in Tibet, where the climbers fall in an avalanche 
Film "The behavior under conditions of" extreme parkour 
Film "Home" the most famous French freerider peace Dominique Perret makes dizzying 
descents from the mountains 
Film «55N92E» film about cycling and snowboarding extreme sports in Krasnoyarsk 
Film "Blind" parkour blindfolded 
Film "Polar Ring" expedition to the Arctic to the ring on the unique Russian ATVs 
Meeting with the hero of the film, the famous polar explorer Vladimir Chukov (head of the three 
autonomous navigation to ski to the North Pole, paratroopers to the South Pole, and other unique 
expeditions) 
 
May 25 (Wednesday) 17.00-20.00 
 
Film "Assembly" extreme sports 
Film Ustyurt "medieval town at the bottom of the Aral Sea Expedition SUVs 
Award ceremony of the best Russian books about travels, adventures and extreme sports 
presenter Sergei Mindelevich 
Movie review, members of the Russian competition XIV Festival "Vertical" 
Film "Arctic Fire 'expedition to the North Pole 
Meeting with the characters in the film and the leader of the expedition, the famous explorer 
Matvei Shparo and his team 
Video slideshow of the best cruises Adventure Club "(Alaska, Greenland, North Pole, etc.) 
 
May 26 (Thursday) 18.00-21.00 
(Awarding the best climbers of year) 
 
Film "The Scottish Ice Tour" unique passage of snow and ice route in Scotland 
Film "Vladislav Terzyul. Life Line History of Himalayan ascents of the famous Ukrainian 
climber 
Film "To the top of the Black Giant" ascent of the Ukrainian team at the eight-Makalu in the 
Himalayas 
Russian Mountaineering Federation of the program: a meeting with famous climbers, showing 
clips and a slideshow of the best ascents of the year, awarding the top climbers 
  
May 27 (Friday) 17.00-20.00 
(Award winners, a press conference for journalists) 
 
Film "The mountains that we are chosen by" the tragic expedition of Russian climbers on the 
mountain-killer K-2 in the Karakorum 
Film "Deepsea under the Pole" expedition of the French team at the North Pole with a dive under 
the ice shell 
Press conference for journalists and media 
Award ceremony XIV Festival "Vertical" and a demonstration of the best frames from movies-
winners 
Film "Fly or Die (USA), a famous climber Dean Potter joined the mountaineering and base-
jumping calling his style" free-base-solo, it's real extreme 



 
May 28 (Saturday) 12.00-15.00 
 
Music video "Fishers and sky skydiving show, joke 
Film "SverhB.A.S.E.umie "extreme high-altitude jumps from the different objects 
Presentation of the most extreme sports department of Russia (the theory and methodology of 
applied sport and extreme activities RSUPES&T) 
Film "Alone on the wall" U.S. solo climbing without insurance with zero chance of survival in 
disrupting 
 TV show "My planet is ..." best television projects 2005-2010. in the most extreme television 
program 
Film «BASE in Antarctica 2010" unique climbing and jumping from the mountain tops in 
Antarctica 
Meeting with the hero of the film by Russian adventurers number 1 Valery Rozov 
Film "The Best Expedition of the Russian Extreme Project" Argentina, Kamchatka Peninsula, 
Baffin Island, Patagonia, Mexico, etc. 
 
See more on www.8848.ru 
Director of the Festival "Vertical" Yuri Baykovsky alpfest@mail.ru 
 


